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Coronavirus Safety': 1 wanted to note here that safety and mitigation measures for containing the spread of the Covid
19 is extremely important, and especially given the higher transmissibility of the Omicron variant. Even if individual risk
is lower for healthy twice vaccinated and then boosted individuals, the community impacts of letting Omicron rip
through tltc population is extremely high. We arc seeing this in (predicted by many) erratic teacher and worker absences
and classroom or services closures, and once again our healthcare workers who are already completely burnt out from
the initial and the Delta waves arc at the brink- Omicron hospitalizations mean delays to non -Covid healthcare, which in
some eases may be fatal. (This is an example of negative externalities - a running theme through DIPL 3201.)

Therefore, in accordance with the Seton Mall pledge, students must wear a mask in class, maintain required social
distancing to the extent possible, and not come to class if you are ill. No mask, no class. The pledge can be found here:
icaiion / scton- hall - plcdpe . cfm
cornn

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The Covid -19 pandemic and climate change are the defining crises of our times. The pandemic has laid bare the fault
lines in unequal access to healthcare, vaccines, resources, safe workplaces, and ability to work from home. Those who are
socially and economically disadvantaged are the ones who are most at risk of contracting the virus as a result.
Unmanaged growth and a singular focus on the economy aggravates climate change and the pandemic, which in turn
hurt growth and development. What sound, evidence - based policies can we use to address this dilemma ?
Tills undergraduate course in sustainable development analyses the interplay of economic, social, and environmental
goals. Economic development is important for raising living standards, but development policies don’t automatically
ensure that all sections of society gain . Nor do they necessarily preserve opportunities for current or future generations
Sustainable development policies are meant to minimize environmental damage, foster environmental protection, and
ensure that growth aimed to raise living standards is socially inclusive.

The course also recognizes that countries arc at different stages of development . Therefore, developed and developing
countries’ preferences for and their ability to undertake sustainable development will van’. Keeping these constraints in
mind , we wall learn and apply economic thinking to address the problems of reducing poverty, allocating resources over
time, accommodating trade-offs between development and the environment, and solving collective action problems in
undertaking sustainable practices.

Textbook readings will be supplemented with relevant policy briefs and academic or magazine articles through the
semester lhe course is both lecture- based and discussion driven, giving students the opportunity to demonstrate their
grasp of concepts. Coursework includes both individual assignments, and a solution oriented group project.
,

-
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COURSE OBJECTIVES
The learning objective for the student are to:

Critically evaluate policies aiul current challenges in terms sustainability, addressing the economic, social and
environmental dimensions, and at individual, local and global lcvels2. Apply economic thinking and economic tools to assess issues of sustainable development.
3. Understand the importance of measurement and evaluation in tracking progress in sustainable development,
1.

4. Demonstrate proficiency in numerical problem solving, data gathering, and evaluating empirical evidence.

-

5. Communicate standpoints effectively using relevant arguments as well as empirical evidence, both in writing

and in public discourse and presentations ,
6. Collaborate with other students to critically analyze a current challenge in sustainable development for a country
or community and design a well-researched targeted intervention to address that problem.

REQUIRED COURSE MATERIAL
There is one required book for the course, which you can buy on Amazon.

Abhijit Banerjec and Esther Duflo. 2011. Poor I iwiioz/ jus: y1 Radical \\.etbink.tnv ol the li en to F / p/>t Globa! Pooet / y.
Public Affairs.
2. Sumar, Eatcma. 2021 . 7 he Development Diplomat: W 'orknw Atw.u Harden. PourdmoMS. and Binva/nraaes to Luid PORERTI .
New Degree Press.
1.

In addition, you are encouraged to read these recommended books:
1 . Jeffrey Sachs. 2015. Atv o f Sustainable Development. Columbia University Press.
2 Geoffrey Meal. 2016. Rnda/ tmvd YLM monies: How the Neo/ect of Nature Threatens Our Prosperity. Columbia University

.

3.

Press.
William Nordhaus. 2013. The Climate Casino: Wish.. Uncertainty. and Ticonomicsfor a Warmtie World. Yale University
Press.

Additional required material will be handed out in class or posted on Blackboard under the Course Schedule.

COURSE COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
! or
All course material will be emailed or posted on the course site on Blackboard, located at
accessible through PirateNet , I will send emails and course announcement from the course website on Blackboard , so
you should regularly (once every 36 hours) check the email address you listed in the SI IU directory.

To confirm that you are receiving emails through Blackboard , log into the course site and send an email to yourself. The
Technology Service Desk (sen icedesk@shu.edu , (973) 275-2222 or x 2222) can assist you with any questions.
When emailing me, type DIPL 3201 AA or DIPL 3201 AB in the subject area and follow' this with a subject relevant to
your email . For instance, you may write “ DIPL 3201 AB - Midterm ” as the subject of your email. An email with the
appropriate subject automatically gets forwarded to my DIPL 3201 folder and minimizes the probability of getting
overlooked in a busv inbox. 1 will do my best to respond to your email within 24 hours during weekdays and within 48
hours during weekends.

-
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GRADING DISTRIBUTION

TIK grade for this course will be based on work completed in the following components:
Individual component (50%)
Class participation anti preparation

Development Diplomat Journal
Midterm exam
Group component (50%)
SDG Diagnostic and Project proposal
Project presentation (recorded)
Project design paper

The grade distribution is as follow s:
B+
87-90
94-100
A
B
83-87
90 94
AB
80-83

-

-

C+
C
C-

10%
10%
50%

15%
15%
20%
77-80
73-77
70 73

OR
OR

Alternative individual project (33%,)
15%
Elevator pitch (recorded)
20%
white
paper
based
Research

D
p

-

-

60 70
<60

COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND EVALUATION CRITERIA
Class participation and preparation (10%)
Class participation includes but is not limited to asking relevant questions, commenting on class content or assigned
material, building on the comments of others to further discussion, answering questions meaningfully, demonstrating
thoughtful responses to assigned readings, and referring meaningfully to real world examples relevant to discussions . It
you participate regularly in class, I will learn your names and count your participation towards your course grade.

Your contributions should be articulate (concise, clear, civil), logically consistent, use relevant evidence , connect
to the course material, and stay on point. I will particularly reward original and creative comments or arguments.

Pivpara/ion involves completing and processing the assigned readings kfore coming to class or office hours. Note
that the material provides you with multiple perspectives and an array of evidence. To do w’cll in this course, you
must engage in active and critical reading during which you take good notes, draw out the key arguments made by the
authors, reflect on the evidence presented, evaluate whether the evidence presented is objective, and critically assess
whether the information presented is convincing. If not, w'hat other evidence you would require to make an informed
decision? I will treat assigned readings as background and build on them in class to give a more in -depth treatment of
the topics. You can demonstrate preparation by using the reading and audio material in your class contributions.
Development Diplomat Journal (10%)

-

You will keep a chapter-wise journal on the Development Diplomat book by Fatema Sumar. 1 will provide some
prompts for the journal, available from the second week of class. You can read the book at your ow' n pace, and and
fill in the journal accordingly. The readings and journal entries must be completed by Friday, March 25.

Midterm Exam (30%)

.

There is just one exam for ibis course and it is during the class period on Monday, March 28 The exam will be a
combination of true / false, short answers, and short analytical questions requiring use of graphs or numerical
problem solving. You are responsible in the exams for all material covered in class, in assignments, anil in assigned
readings - i.e. , everything unless explicitly told otherwise in class

-

A student unable to take the exam is required to provide proper documentation to the instructor prior to the exam.
This is the only scenario where a missed exam will be excused, and I will review' further steps to be taken.

'

3
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Project: Project design OR White paper (50%)
Project-based learning is a widely recognized and increasingly used tool in higher education to promote collaborative
and active learning where students learn concepts skills by trying to solve a real world problem. This will also prepare
you for capstone or practicum courses in graduate school and for project management in your career . As such you
are required to work in self -formed groups of 3 and jointly choose a country of interest. You will conduct an SIX!
diagnostic for your country and design an intervention to tackle a sustainable development issue.

-

Note: If you arc unable to work in a group for a valid reason to be discussed with me, you can write an
individual white paper. However, one group component remains as indicated below.
Kach group will provide the sustainable development context for their country using collected data and other policy
or academic evidence ITus will help identify several priority areas in sustainable development which the country
should focus on . Next, students will use this assessment to identify a concrete issue, articulate the problem in the
local context , and then propose an intervention at an individual, household , or village level to tackle that problem.
For instance, vou may find that methane production in rural agricultural communities is very high in Chile, and
particularly in one region of the country. I laving identified this problem, you will find out what activities contribute
to rural methane production and devise a solution that will lower emissions in a way that the local communities will
adhere to.
,

You will need to schedule a meeting with me both before and after the proposal to discuss your ideas and then get
feedback for next steps . It is better to hash out ideas and check to sec you’re on track before you commit to them.
Using the feedback on your proposal, you will work out the details of your intervention and present your work in
class. You will get feedback from me again, and your classmates, during and after your presentation. Finally, you will
submit a 10-12 page final write up of your project design using all the feedback to date.

-

The project will be completed in three stages :

SIX! Assessment and Project proposal
Presentations OR 1 (levator pitches
Project design paper (ill White paper

due March 4 ( Fri) by 8pm
due on May 1 (Sun ) / May 8 (Sun ) by 8pm
due May 14 (Sat) by 8 pm

Detailed written instructions for the project will be given and discussed in class. The project briefs wc will analyze
throughout February' and March are models to follow when thinking about your own interventions.
Note that the SDG Assessment and Project Proposal is a group effort and required for all students,
regardless of whether yon eventually choose the individual white paper .

you ch < x >sc the white paper, you may focus on a country, region, or an issue that applies globally.
For instance, you can write about adaptation strategics for low-lying countries or cities that are vulnerable to sea level
rise, or about problems with delivering quality education . Your paper must characterize the problem, policies that
have worked or failed , and contain police recommendations that follow from your research. Note that you will have

White paper: If

to complete a video elevator pitch for your

paper as well.

Citation Style

Papers should utilize one of the Chicago Manual of Style citation formats: Author Date or Notes and bibliography ,
llic Quick Guide for these formats are on the course Blackboard page. 'Flic citation format is different from the
Ml ,A or APA format you may have learnt in other courses outside of the School of Diplomacy.

'
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RESEARCH RESOURCES

Throughout the course you will be analysing project interventions to address a context-specific issue in deforestation ,
alleviating poverty among the most vulnerable, education, health, etc. Besides the assigned material, 1 will have links to
studies that I refer to in class. In addition, you will find more impact assessments of projects undertaken by the
organizations below. Note that these are mostly research briefs, and you can access the actual paper the briefs are based
on for more details about the project, its design , implementation , and results. These will help in your project deisgn.
Reading Sources for International Economics (Lists NOT exhaustive!)

Implementation oiganisations
• MIT J PAL

•

•
•

-

Vale IPA

Berkeley CHGA
LSE 1GC

Research-based polity analysis
Vox Dev
• CEPR
• VoxEU

Think Tanks
• CGD
• Brookings
• RAND

•

SHU LIBRARY RESOURCES
The term paper for the course rei|uircs you to use economic and social indicators from relevant databases for analysing an
issue wth the appropriate evidence. You should make an appointment with our Diplomacy liaison at the library, Lisa DeLuca
(Lisa.Del Aica @shu.edu), to help you with accessing data. Note that IJsa will be transitioningfrom her post at the library and there may
be someone else taking her place during the semester.

DATA SOURCES
I Ierc is a non-exhaustive list of data sources to get you started on your paper:
• W orld Bank’s World Development Indicators ( User Guide) (Choose country series, year) (Map tools)
ccess data)
visualization
data
)
Data
in
Our
(
World
•
access
• Demographic

.

•
•

,

IMP Direction of Trade Statistics and World Economic Outlook ( Databases)
Freedom Mouse (Access Data )

SHU ACADEMIC AND WRITING RESOURCES
1 strongly advise you to make use of campus writing resources (see below) to strengthen your writing skills.
Academic Resource Center:(973) 761-9108 j arc@sliu.edu
in

| Arts & Sciences Mall Room. 242

ling Lab: nwl@shu.edu

Writing Center: (973) 761 -9000 (x7501) j Walsh Library, Rooms 304, 310, and 316
Sign up for an appointment by logging into your PirateNet account and clicking on the “Compass” icon. Hit' ll ,
1 . On the tight hand side of the semen, click on the blue “Writing Center Tutoring" button.
2. Under “Choose a Student Service". select "IWriting Tutoring ’ from the dmp -down menu
3. t 'nder “location”, select ‘Writing Center” from the drop down menu.
4 . 4 list of tutors will appear on the left hand side. Use the arrows or calendar icon to find an available date and time.
3. When yon create an appointment, click “send me an email” to have a reminder sent toyourSe/on Hallemail
6 ( / i t “Submit."

-

-

.
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COURSE POLICIES
Attendance in all class sessions is required and 1 will take attendance. Attendance is expected and will not be rewarded
with a score towards your final grade. Do not confuse the attendance requirement with class participation requirements.
1 understand, however, that unforeseen circumstances beyond your control may arise, but you should communicate this
with me. Note that absences can negatively impact your overall grade. Repeated instances of lateness can be treated as
absences at the discretion of the instructor. Repeated instances of absences may result in a failing grade.

Grade appeals will be considered only in the event you discover a mistake in grading Nonetheless, you must wait 48
hours before appealing. Note that re-grades will not be limited to the disputed part of the exam or assignment.
Incomplete grade designation for the course will be given only in exceptional cases for emergencies. Students wishing
to request a grade of Incomplete must provide documentation to support the request accompanied by a Course
Adjustment Form (available from the Diplomacy Main Office) to the professor Ivfoiv the date of the final examination. If
the incomplete request is approved , the professor reserves the right to specify the new submission date for all missing
courscwork. Students who fail to submit the missing course work within this time period will receive a failing grade for
all missing coursework and a final grade based on all courscwork assigned. Any Incomplete not resolved within one
calendar vear of receiving the Incomplete or by the time of graduation (whichever comes first) automatically becomes an
"IT ' (which is equivalent to an F) . It is the responsibility of the student to make sure they have completed all course
requirements within the timeframe allotted . Please be aware that Incompletes on your transcript will impact financial aid
and academic standing.
Covid 19 ground rules. As I mentioned in my welcome email to the class, we arc going through a pandemic and 1
understand there are many sources of worry and uncertainty. So, if you tell me in advance you need more time for an
assignment, need extra help, or you have to miss class, I will work with you . You don’t have to tell me why you need an
extension , and I am not going to ask for personal information. I can also point you to different campus resources (m
person and virtual), including for writing or for mental health. Please use any and all resources available to you, including
my student hours. I intend to work with you and cut you some slack provided you communicate your constraints in
advance.

-

SETON HALL POLICIES AND RESOURCES
Accommodations. It is the policy and practice of Seton Mall University to promote inclusive learning environments. If
you have a documented disability, you may be eligible for reasonable accommodations in compliance with University
policy, the Americans with Disabilities Act, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, and / or the New Jersey Law against
Discrimination - Please note, students are not permitted to negotiate accommodations directly with professors. To
request accommodations or assistance, please sclf - identify with the Office for Disability Support Services (DSS), Duffy
11all, Room 67 at the beginning of the semester, For more information or to register for sendees, contact DSS at (973)
313-6003 or by e mail at DSS@shu .edu.

-

Counselling. As part of our commitment to the health and well- being of all students, Seton Mall University’s
Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) offers initial assessments, counseling, crisis intervention, consultation, “
and referral services to the SI IU community. The CAPS office is located on the second floor of Mooney I lall, room 2 .
Appointments can be made in person or by calling 973-761 9500 during regular business hours, Monday-!‘‘riday, 8:45
a.m. - 4:45 p. m. In case of a psychological emergency, call CAPS (973-761-9500) at any time to speak to a crisis
counselor - For more information, please visit: https: // www.shu.edu / counseling psychologicalscrviccs / index .cfm
Academic Honesty. Plagiarism and other forms of academic dishonesty will be reported to the administration, and mayresult in a lowered or failing gratle for the course and up to possible dismissal from the School of Diplomacy. See
university and school standards for academic conduct at the following links:

-

-

nt - i

•

hi tps: / / wyvyv.slni . edu / diplomacy / acadcmic-conduct.cfm .
6
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COURSE SCHEDULE (SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
Session / Datc
1
Jan 24 (M)

Topic & Tools
( Remote) Introduction . What

Readings
is

sustainable

development 5

/ Assignments

Recommended: Sachs Ch 1, 1 leal Ch 1

2

Jan 31 (M)

( Remote) Sustainable growth Externalities and planetar; boundaries

PM P:you Tax < 21 mins); Pie Id & Iheld Ch6 - NC lx ; Planetary Boundaries
(SRC): Balhoni, Burgess, and ( )Iken Indonesia ’s Porest Fires ( 11 mins)
REC: 1 leal Ch 2 3, Sachs Chi p.34- 42, CH6; Wren Lewis . Becerra - Valhuera
and Hounpbclii ' 2020 ' YxDcv 'i Reducing deloreslaiion Benin

5

Ecb " ( M)

Economic growth and development

4

Eel ) 14 (M )

Institutions, Inequality, and Development
Social Inclusion I : Race and ethnicity

5

Feb 21 (M)

Poverty I :

6

Feb 28 (M)

II: I lunger & Health / RCT’
Project: Cookstoves Bangladesh & Immunizations Ind 'a

Sachs Ch 4; .-MR (21 -"It Sokoloff & Engermann: Ban & Fernandez (31 mail
Recommended: Sachs Ch 2 & 3; IIDR report ; 1 leal Ch 9
Planet Money (2020) Patent Racism (23 mtr.s): B; n .k Upward Mobility Br :
Dcrencourt ( 2021’): Fxonomisi (2012) Race :n Brazil
Recommended ; Banerjee & Dufto (BD) Ch 10
Sachs Ch 5 pp.139- 170; BD Ch l ; Patcl (2020) Poverty and Depression
(19mins)
Rcc: Sachs Ch 1 p.27 -34, Ch 2 p.45 55,
BD Ch 2&3: CSISpodcast : liherle. Rohncr. Th-oeiup (2021 Boiling point in
Afnca (12 minsh Rec: Sachs Ch 10 p.317 32', Sachs Ch 9;
Proposal due Mar 20 (SJ

-

Mar 7 13
Mar 14 (M)
8

9

Mar 21 (M)

Mar 28 (M)
Apr 4

10
11
12

April ( NO
Apr 18 ( NO
. Apr 25 (NO

15

.May 2 (NO

I4

Mat 9 (M)
N .V.; i -

;s)

'

Measuring poverty and inequality
Ending extreme povcrry / Project: BRAC TUP Bangladesh
Poverty

—

Spring Break NO CLASSES
( Remote) Poverty III : Education
Project: Vocational Training Kenya
Social inclusion 11 / Poverty IV : Gender & Development
Projects: BRAC- F.I .A Uganda & Family Planning 7 amhia
First 75 mins: *** MIDTERM EXAM ***
Next 60 mins: Development and Diplomacy
Climate change II: Emissions, Impacts, and Climate Change Strategies

Decision- making for Public
Easter Monday - NO CLASSES
Public Policy and Global Governance: Policies to reduce carbon
emissions, global public goods & international cooperation
.2 . up presentations a: Petershsstn Academic Expo
Group presentations (6 teams)
/Concluding thoughts
Group presentations ( 4 teams if see
Final exam period - No class
Policy:

—

l ime and Uncertainty.

'

-

_

BD Ch 4, Fabregas (VoxDcv 20211
Rcc: HP brief 2016-02: Sachs Ch 8

BD Ch5; Ashraf cral ( 201 6it Povker (20191 Regime stability and FGM:
Dhar. lain and Tayachandrnn (2021 ) Reshaping pender attitudes India
Rcc : Sachs Ch 7 p.244 - 249; Sachs Ch6:Y pp.208- 214
,

Sumar (2021*1 Development Diplomat
Satterthwaite (20101: Stern Report (selection of readings)
Rcc: Sachs Ch 11 12; N’ordhaus Ch 3 5, 13-14; Heal Ch 7-8
Besley & Dixit ( 20171: Rcc: N'ordhaus Ch 15, 18

-

PBS video: Carbon tax: Nordhaus (20201 Climate Club:
and Damage at C ( ) P 26:
. Adler ( 20151 Loss and Damage: Iqbal ( 2022 A I
Rec: Nordhaus Chl 6, 21 , 1 leal Ch 4 - 6

Rec Heal Ch 10

FINAL PROJECT cr PAPER DUE @8pm on Sat , May 14

